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ABSTRACTThis thesis rhetorically analyzes the WPA OutcomesStatement for First-Year Composition (OS), a documentoutlining curricular content of FYC. The OS's primarypurpose, to define and thus "regularize what can beexpected to be taught in first-year composition" (OSintro) , emerged from a need to address a conspicuous lackof curricular consensus with regard to first-yearcomposition both within and across postsecondaryinstitutions. Analysis shows that the OS does notaccomplish its mission because the document can beinterpreted from both modernist and postmodernperspectives. In chapter one, the author sets a contextfor her analysis by chronicling the history of compositionin order to describe the construction of its disciplinaryknowledge and its theoretical transition from a modern to apostmodern orientation to language. The history alsoreveals that while composition theory changed, its pedagogyremained largely informed by its modernist origins as aservice to the institution. Chapter two rhetoricallyanalyzes the OS through the lens of postmodern theory inorder to determine whether it fulfills its intention toboth regularize and ensure the currency of composition
iii
instruction. Rhetorical analysis reveals that it doesnot. Though postmodern undertones permeate the document, alack of a clearly articulated postmodern context in bothits introduction and subsequent four sections renders iteasily interpretable from a purely modernist perspective.The author argues that since all praxis inheres theory, nounified praxis can be construed from a document filled withtwo competing discourses, unless a clear postmodern contextis established as the superset. Chapter three discusses theanalysis and offers suggestions for revision. Chapter four calls to compositionists to claim their disciplinaryknowledge and to revise the OS by providing it with a unified theoretical rationale, actions that will prove tobe especially significant and valuable within a currentpolitical climate that is attacking and encroaching upon the public space of the academy.
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CHAPTER ONECOMPOSITION HISTORY: MORE MODERN THAN NOT
In 2000, the Council of Writing Program Administrators(WPA) adopted a document that many of its members workedon—the WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition(OS). Arising from a perceived need to address the lack ofcurricular consensus that typically marks compositionprograms within and across postsecondary institutions, thisdocument purports to define and "regularize what can be expected to be taught in first-year composition," 1 and outlines a general curricular framework that incorporates"the knowledge derived from several decades of research andpractice in composition" (OS intro). Although the OutcomesStatement posits general goals describing what studentsexiting FYC should "know," "understand," and "be able to
■“■This lack of uniformity creates problems for transfer articulations that other disciplines do not seem to face. For example, a student who successfully passes basic algebra in one school may transfer to another school and receive transfer credit for the course, having learned the- same algebraic fundamentals as any other American college- student. Yet the same does not hold true for FYC courses whose content vary widely across a modern/postmodern continuum, including anything from a modes-based curriculum to a postmodern critical curriculum.
1
do," the document does not prescribe specific curricularcontent. Its framers, a shifting collective of sixty-or-sowriting program administrators (WPAs), known as theOutcomes Collective, wanted the OS to be flexible enough toaccommodate varying course content, levels of achievement,and pedagogies (Rhodes et al.11-12). The collective alsounderstood that as a universally required course, FYCshould contain universal objectives, and they worked toidentify fundamentals and concepts that all students shouldlearn in FYC, recognizing "the unpleasant fact [that] theterm first-year composition varied widely in meaning"(Rhodes et al.12). WPAs also understood the exigency forconsensus: "if we couldn't agree what first-yearcomposition should be, how could we ever account for whatwe do?" (Rhodes et al. 12).Consistency, the Outcomes Collective understood, would protect the field in two ways. For one, the description of the primary substance of FYC constructs composition as adiscipline with its own specific knowledge construction.By sanctioning it as such, the Outcomes Collective soughtto ensure the integrity of the field as well as thecurrency of instruction. Additionally, the declaration of disciplinary knowledge secures academic freedom by
2
protecting members of the profession from bullying byoutside forces. Disciplinarity offers the "strength ofprofessional validation" (10) as a defense against "nearlyall 'outsiders,'" who "believe the best approach to betterwriting is more grammar" and who "have a fundamentallydifferent understanding of writing than [we] do" (15).With their mission to thus "regularize" FYC withoutreducing it to a simplified curriculum and a lockstepapproach that would deny instructors' individual academicfreedom, the Outcomes Collective chose to define generalcurricular outcomes but not standards or teaching methods,a choice discussed in The Outcomes Book: Debate and
Consensus after the WPA Outcomes Statement. According tothe book's contributors, outcomes, unlike standards, do notprescribe levels of achievement. Rather, outcomes allowfor an understanding that students nationwide enter FYCwith differing writing, reading, and literacy competenciesand, therefore, standards should be established byindividual institutions. According to WPA Ed White, theframers also chose not to outline pedagogical methodsbecause "no one wanted to remove teacher initiative orcreativity from the classroom" (6).
3
In trying to preserve academic freedom, the framersdid not want to dictate curricula, but in their cautionthey thus failed to address the central question of whatthe purpose of FYC is or should be. This question remainsan issue of disagreement in the composition community.Although six years have passed since the adoption of theWPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition, duringwhich time many institutions have used it to (re)assesstheir writing programs and as a template for their writingcurricula, current conversations on the WPA listserv (WPA-L) illustrate that the goals and objectives of FYC (andeven its very existence as a required course) continue tobe hotly and roundly debated. One listserv participantwisely pointed out that perhaps "we have not done a verygood job of defining or conceiving the problem(s) that weare trying to address in FYC instruction. A poordefinition or conception of a problem tends to produce poorsolutions" (Schwalm).This Master's thesis rhetorically analyzes the WPAOutcomes Statement for First-Year Composition, and myanalysis demonstrates that the OS fails to unify FYCbecause the framers avoided addressing the centralunderlying question of what the purpose of first-year
4
composition should be.2 Though Rhodes et al. declare that "[t]hose of us who worked on the statement quickly foundthat our goals for our students diverged far less thananything else about us, from theoretical viewpoints topedagogical methods," (15), their statement contradictsitself by implying that it is possible, to accomplishidentical goals employing varying theoretical viewpointsand teaching methods. Since how And why we teach influencethe content and outcome of what we teach, we. may expectthat opposing theoretical viewpoints and teaching methodsgive rise to different curricula. This situation arosebecause the framers dodged the central issue of FYC, anissue that has forged and continues to shape FYC andcomposition history: is the philosophical goal of FYCservice or agency? In other words, should FYC primarilyact as a service to the institution to acculturate students2to academic discourse and standard written English orshould it act as an agent to cultivate students'communicative autonomy and their rhetorical awareness of2 FYC is not required for all students at all institutions. Most schools allow students to test out of FYC by attaining a certain score on the SAT, ACT, or Advanced Placement (AP) test in English. This institutional system continues to construct FYC as a course of remediation.
5
communicative tasks, whatever they may entail? Withincomposition studies, the answers to this question havelargely depended upon whether one takes a modernist or apostmodernist view of language and rhetoric.Unfortunately, by leaving this open to interpretationfrom various perspectives, the framers inadvertentlycreated the conditions to undermine the very academicfreedom that they wanted to protect. The history ofcomposition provides a basis for understanding how thiscould happen. It also suggests that the subject ofcomposition, including that of FYC classes, should beunderstood to include a disciplinary knowledge grounded ina postmodern orientation to language.Supplying one's reader with context early on in athesis is, of course, a convention of such a genre, but Ik.would like to purposefully foreground the concept ofcontext because most contemporary language studies insiston a postmodern appreciation of language use as a socialact always imbricated in meaning making, and meaningmaking, of course, always relies upon a context. Whetherin the area of reception theory, reader-response theory, pragmatics, second language acquisition or the importanceof student engagement, context drives meaning making. We
6
know that even when no context is given, the "reader"(listener, viewer, or what-have-you) will supply context inorder to make meaning. From the constructivistperspective, everything we learn is filtered through ourprior knowledge/subject constructs, or in the case ofcognitivism, through our memory. As individual and social beings we, as "funds of knowledge,"3 are ineluctably shaped by what has come before. Nothing is trulydecontextualized.The OS also can be read as a collective fund ofknowledge shaped by FYC's history as an institutionalservice designed to acculturate "remedial" students towriting for the academy. Despite the OS framers' assertionthat they wanted to encourage academic freedom and avoiddictating the explicit terms of pedagogy, their frameworkultimately lends itself to modernist interpretations of thefield, at the expense of postmodern possibilities. This isparticularly true in light of the fact that the document isdesigned to speak to both members of the field and to
3 A term borrowed from literacy studies to mean "those historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and well-being" (Moll and Gonzalez 156).
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representatives of the larger institutions in which wework. Robert Connors, one of the most notable historians ofthe field, reminds us, "Only by understanding where we camefrom can we ascertain where we want to go" {Writing the
History 218). In the remainder of this chapter, then, Itake my readers on a brief historical road trip of FYC andthe emerging field of composition, highlightinglandmarks that are salient to my analysis of the OS. Inpursuing this, I recognize (and hope my audience will aswell) that this is one version of that history, commonlytold in the field, and also subject to a variety ofpossible revisionings. Still, as the dominant narrative ofcomposition's history, it also holds a certain cultural ordisciplinary weight in defining the field and itsknowledge.
The Birth of First Year CompositionBefore 1862, American universities were small andaffiliated with Protestant religions, solely educatinggentlemen of the upper classes to be, generally, civicleaders, such as teachers and ministers. Essentially then,the primary educational goal of English language studies in
8
the classical college at that time "was to equip studentswith cultural capital that would accrue in polite societyfrom their knowledge about America's literary heritage, andto give them widely accepted standards against which theycould measure and develop their own good taste" (Crowley54) . The goals of university education changed right beforethe Civil War when an educated managerial and professionalmiddle class was needed in order to support an "emergingcorporate economy" (Russell 41). In response, the UnitedStates Congress passed the Morrill Act, which, according toConnors, "established the Agricultural and MechanicalColleges, brought a large new population of students toAmerican colleges and helped found the major stateuniversities" {Introduction 324). The admission of womenand the middle class to postsecondary education changed the academy's philosophical mission (Crowley 54). Basing itschanges upon the German research institution, the goal ofpostsecondary education was' not merely the refinement ofcharacter, but now included research —the pursuit ofknowledge based upon the Enlightenment ideal of scientificrationality and reason—giving rise, for the first time inthe United States, to the existence of specialized
9
disciplines and the related departmental structures thatwould support them.Even so, "university administrators did not abandonthe older American tradition altogether" (Crowley 57),- butrather added electives to a set of core requirements. Wecontinue to see such influence in contemporary universitieswhere both liberal arts and elective curricula are offeredside by side in a bachelor of arts degree, which as Crowleypoints out, "is still thought to provide [students] withbroadly defined civic sentiments" (Crowley 57). We canalso see the legacy of such an attitude in FYC which, as acore requirement, continues to be predominately perceivedas "social whitewash," a course to provide remedialstudents whose written literacy skills are deficient with"the language of the academy." Notably, unlike otherintroductory courses, such as algebra or sociology, FYC is
not considered to introduce disciplinary knowledge but,rather, as Crowley reminds us, "is the only required coursein which students are still asked, repeatedly, to expresstheir opinions on a variety of topics not generated bytheir study of a field or subject matter" (57).Somewhat ironically, it is this very perception ofwriting as a decontextual and transferable skill,
10
normatively applicable to any purpose, which enabled FYC tobecome a required general education requirement. Prior tothe Morrill act, official study of English vernacular didnot exist, for aristocratic gentlemen were expected tospeak and write "pure English" (Crowley 63). But whenuniversity demographics doubled, many universities followedHarvard's lead and began to require a written entrance examtesting for "correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling"(Crowley 63). The subsequent failure of so many students"raised the issue of what to do about students who couldnot pass the entrance exam in English but who had. to beadmitted nonetheless" (Crowley 67). Harvard, again leadingthe way, in 1885 initiated the first freshman Englishcourse, English A—a course that by 1900 would be almostuniversally required in American postsecondary education.Along with the birth of the course, came the need forwriting instructors who, as one of the original Harvardcomposition teachers explained "profess[...] to teachnothing but what all the other teachers are presumed toknow" (qted. in Crowley 60).If the presumed corrective character of the coursecreated composition as non-disciplinary, the conditions ofwriting instruction in the new university secured its low
11
status. Staffed by untrained teachers, often graduatestudents in literature who taught writing to classes ofupwards of one hundred students, composition instructionquickly became reduced to formulaic pedagogies that focusedonly on the written end product. By 1900, this simplifiedcourse content—commonly referred to in the field ascurrent-traditional rhetoric (a disparaging moniker)—wasfirmly in place. Reduced to the study of clarity andmechanical correctness, writing instruction became aclassification scheme:four modes of discourse (narration, description,exposition, and argument), the methods ofexposition (process analysis, definition,comparison/contrast, classification and so on),the three levels of discourse (diction, sentence,and paragraph), the 'narrow-select-develop-outline' invention structure, the conception ofthe organic paragraph, the rhetorical andgrammatical sentence types, and the staticabstractions of Unity, Coherence, and Emphasis.(Connors, Introduction 326)
12
This standardized curriculum, essentially remained in placeuntil the 1960's, and according to Connors, was "the onlycollege-level course in which the teachers generally gainedall their knowledge of the field from the same textbooks they assigned to students" {Introduction 328).4Composition was thus constructed "as 'remedial'—teaching students a skill that should have been learned insecondary school or before and not [as] developinginvolvement with social practices that used writtendiscourses" (Russell 51). As such, composition was divorcedfrom rhetoric whose emphasis on persuasive civic discoursewas considered non-scientific. Moreover, accompanying therise of scientific knowledge in the university, currenttraditional rhetoric was seen as the medium of expressionfor scientific knowledge as a language of objectivity thatseparated the subjective features of knowledge making fromthe knowledge that was made. Thus isolated, language wasconstrued and represented as a neutral vehicle and
4 There were some creative deviations from current-traditional rhetoric forwarded by composition teachers, such as Fred Newton Scott, Henry Noble Day, John S. Hart, and David J. Hill (See Connors, Crowley and Longaker). Still, as Connors and others show, current traditional rhetoric was the dominant approach to comp pedagogy until the 1960s.
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effective writing as decontextual, a set of codifiable"skills" that can be taught and transferred to any writingtask. It was this very modernist orientation to languagewhich enabled the field of English "to construct itselfthrough composition as a service to other disciplineswithin the university and indirectly to the emergingcorporate economy" (my italics Russell 41).A corporate economy, Mark Garrett Longaker explains in"The Economics of Exposition: Managerialism, Current-Traditional Rhetoric, and Henry Noble Day," requires"extensive organizational structure[s]" (510) and amanagerial class that can write in a form "that appeareddetailed, unbiased, and truthful, and that codifiedinformation to facilitate control" (510). This sociolect,termed expository or current-traditional, Longakercontinues, "assumed an objective reality that can berepresented accurately" as well as "a taxonomic arrangementreflecting a desire and an effort to control the'objective' world by dividing it into manageable andmonitorable parts" (513). This expositional sociolect,then, was considered objective and highly preferable to theclassical emphasis on persuasion. Although exposition as abasis for persuasion was used as an instrument of control,
14
it was not socially perceived as such. Rather, languagewas merely seen as a neutral vehicle that transmitspreviously conceived thought and not seen as intertwinedwith thought.Such a modernist perspective of language, that is, onedevoid of a complex rhetorical perspective, became theruling episteme of the middle-class and of the Americanschool system (see Brodkey, Murphy, among others). Itbecame the theoretical foundation of the institutionalmission to acculturate students to formal edited Englishand the conventions of academic discourse. Althoughcontemporary scholarship in the field seems to suggestthat most compositionists do not view language from thiskind of modernist perspective, such a perspective continuesto undergird most other people's language orientation,including college freshman, the public, and many academicsacross the disciplines. To argue that modernism is ourdefault language orientation, one need only invoke thecommon truth that, most of us, no matter how intelligent,require a metanarrative in order to loosen modernism'sepistemological chains. In other words, self-reflectionand common sense do not necessarily lead one to a rich andcomplex postmodern language orientation, an orientation
15
that more accurately describes the organic relationshipbetween language and thought (as we will see in chaptertwo). For most of us who would wish to resist theinfluence of our modernist heritage, we must be explicitlytaught about that heritage so it can be consciouslyexamined. I say this, not to offend my readers, but as areminder of an ever-present modernist context which, for meat least, I must continually resist, even as I perpetuateit by writing in an expository genre, attempting to achievean authorial ethos of "objectivity."
The Beginnings of a FieldAs a matter of historical record, writing instructionremained largely unchanged, limited by modernist practicefor approximately seventy years. Writing instructionduring this time narrowly focused on form, perpetuatingmodernist notions of an autonomous writer who employed afairly simple acquired skill to deploy an "objective"discourse which was uniformly interpreted by an audience.According to historians of the field, the 1950's marksthe birth of "the new field of composition studies, asopposed to composition teaching" {Writing the History 205) .Connors attributes the emergence of composition theory to
16
the General Education movement which advocated thatstudents receive a broad-based educational background andwhich "sought to bring separated disciplines together"
(Writing the History 205). In the areas of communication,Speech and English reunited in 1949 with the formulation ofthe Conference on College Composition and Communication(CCCC's) and the scholarly journal, College Composition and
Communication. Within the pages of this journal, Connorsclaims, "writers on composition issues were beginning toreach out toward collateral fields, looking at the theorybehind the practice, beginning to investigate rhetoric andlinguistics in a serious way" (Writing the History 206).Somewhat paradoxically, during these same years ofcomposition's renewed alliance with linguistics andrhetoric, composition became estranged from ESL (English asa Second Language) studies when ESL professionalized. In"Composition Studies and ESL Writing," Paul Kei Matsudatells how composition incorporated and attended to much ESLresearch immediately after World War II when there was alarge influx of international students within writingclassrooms. Matsuda claims that after World War II, theCCCC's conventions included regular sessions regarding "howto deal with international ESL students in the regular
17
composition course" (782). However, by 1967, such sessionswere absent from the conventions' scheduled events.Matsuda regrets composition's and ESL's resultant divisionof labor blaming it on "the myth of transience"—a modernistassumption held by both compositionists and ESL educators"that ESL writing can be broken down neatly into alinguistic component and a writing component and that thelinguistic problems will disappear after some additionalinstruction in remedial language courses" (789).Although composition separated from ESL, its reunionwith rhetoric and linguistics allowed it to become a fieldof study. The 1960’s saw a burgeoning of scholarship inthe 1960's called "the New Rhetoric." This scholarshipanimated the 1966 "Dartmouth Conference" and marked thebeginning of the process movement, which moved the focus ofwriting instruction from the written text, the product, tothe writing processes of the writer. The conference alsodisseminated the "new Dartmouth-model writing course,"representing writing instruction pedagogies that encouragedexpressive discourse, collaboration, and students'authentic voices—a radical move away from the traditionalHarvard "banking" model based upon passive studentsreceiving directive instruction and formulaic procedural
18
knowledge {Brief 2} . Synchronically, scholars of thedecade were researching "[t]he rebirth of classicalrhetoric, the development of tagmemic rhetoric, theprewriting movement, and the writing-process movement,"(Connors, Composition History 410), and it was all of thesecombined (and which, in hindsight, could be groupedtogether as the New Rhetoric) that created the necessaryconditions for composition's birth as a discipline.
Into the SeventiesAccording to Connors, however, it was not until theseventies that the discipline emerged—when not onlynumerous books and research journals concerning compositiontheory and practice came into existence, but when, evenmore importantly, the composition doctorate, the primarymeans of reproducing the scholarship of a discipline,emerged. This same period brought the advent of openadmissions, and with it an influx of a population ofstudents who were viewed as unprepared to succeed in theuniversity. As a result, members of the compositioncommunity began pursuing cognitive composition researchmodeled after the social sciences in order to determine the
19
essential and universal cognitive processes associated withthe writing process of all writers. The expectation wasthat such knowledge would give rise to pedagogies thatwould more successfully outfit underprepared students withthe kinds of literacies they needed to thrive in theuniversity.Writing instruction during this time generally took the form of either expressivist or cognitive processpedagogies, both of which focused on the writer and thewriting process, albeit for different reasons.Expressivist pedagogies focused on the personal, on thereleasing of the inner "true" voice of the writer,primarily by means of invention strategies. Cognitiveprocess pedagogies meanwhile attended to providing studentspractice with prescribed process approaches to writing inorder to help them generate the kinds of prose expected intheir other university classes.Ultimately, however, these pedagogies and programsfell short of their initial promise. By the end of thedecade, mostly because open admissions had created a moreculturally and linguistically diverse student populationthan had previously existed in the United States,researchers were beginning to realize the difficulty with
20
trying to break the human composing process intouniversally ascribable bits because people's cognitivewriting processes did not occur in isolation but involvedsocial variables as well, such as culture and dialect.Sociolinguistic work "on dialectal variation helped writingteachers see that this new classroom population, in need ofso much help with the requirements of academic writing, wasnot cognitively deficient but, rather, linguistically andculturally diverse" (my italics Brief 3). Linguisticresearchers earnestly began to study second languageacquisition, including affective filters developed by manystudents whose home language was not Standard AmericanEnglish (SAE) and who were stigmatized because of thatunalterable fact. Finding pedagogical means to acculturatestudents to SAE and academic discourse, without alienatingthem, became one important goal of composition research.
The EightiesThese items of research mark the beginning of the"social turn" of composition, when it was at last widelyrecognized that writing was no'longer a decontextualizedskill that could be taught in isolation from context.Writing instructors and researchers were beginning to see
21
that helping students to find their expressive "authentic"inner voice was more difficult than had been anticipated,for students exhibited various voices, depending upon thesituation. The writer as a solitary, unified, and coherentsubject was being called into question, and the onlylogical answer was to be found in social-constructionisttheory and the postmodern literary theories that wereinforming the field.In short, social theories of discourse based uponsocial-constructionist theory had taken hold by the 1980's,but not, according to Gary Olson, without a fight. Duringthe seventies, he writes, the people whom we have come tocall cognitivists and expressivists "battled betweenthemselves over how the field should be defined, and indoing so, they both maintained tight control over the meansof dissemination of scholarship: the few journals availableto publish work in composition" (29). So, "out offrustration with being silenced", Olson recalls, severalscholars created "alternative venues for publishingcomposition scholarship," such as PRE/TEXT, JAC, and
Rhetoric Review (29). These journals, as well as thenumerous books and journals that followed, did not merelyfocus on the teaching of writing but also published
22
interdisciplinary critical work concerning "how discourseworks" (30). In other words, drawing on research generatedin other disciplines such as linguistics, literary theory,sociology, postcolonial studies, and feminism, compositionresearch in the 1980's had turned its attention to "theinterrelations between epistemology and discourse" (Olson 24) .5 Generally speaking, social-constructionist theoryholds that the accumulation of knowledge and the writtenexpression of that knowledge are essentially socialactivities attributable to a life-long conversation inwhich all humans participate. An individual's knowledge,thoughts, and beliefs are constructed through aninteraction with everyone who has directly or indirectlyinfluenced that individual in any way. Individuals are notmerely an aggregate of such interaction but rather, asmembers of any number of discourse communities orcollectives (see Bizzell, Clifford, Harris), shift subjectpositions endlessly, and perhaps simultaneously, as theynegotiate life. As such, people's worldviews, their
5 This epistemological and discursive shift is commonly referred to as the "social turn" in the field, indirectly influenced that individual in any way.
23
values, knowledge, and beliefs, rely heavily upon "receivedknowledge"—that to which they have been exposed—or moreaccurately, idiosyncratic combinations of their various"knowledges". James Berlin, one of the first-generationcompositionists to discuss the discursive relationshipsamong language, identity, ideology, and power, named whatis now known as so.cial-constructionism "social-epistemicrhetoric" and describes it as follows:[T]he real is located in a relationship that involvesthe dialectical interaction of the observer, thediscourse community (social group) in which theobserver is functioning, and the material conditionsof existence. Knowledge is never found in any one ofthese but can only be posited as a product of thedialectic in which all three come together ....Most important, this dialectic is grounded inlanguage: the observer, the .discourse community, andthe material conditions of existence are all verbalconstructs. (693)Knowledge, in other words, is socially-constructed,embedded in language, and always ideological. As such itis also always situated, contingent, and interpretative, aproduct of any number of social forces, such as historical
24
time period, race, class, gender, location, and so on andso on.Social-constructionism, the theory underlyingpostmodernism, thus renounces modernist theories ofepistemology. It eschews foundationalism (grandnarratives) and the positivist view that reality, as adisembodied objectivity, can be known outside of languageand situated perception. A postmodernist views knowledgeas always situated and, perhaps more importantly—since itis always partial and incomplete—interested (Brodkey 8).From this point of view, any discourse or cultural event isboth interested and political, and therefore, can bedeconstructed, or "read," for its underlying ideology. AsLinda Brodkey puts it, postmodernism "is best thought of asan epistemology: a theory of knowledge in which knowing iscontingent on discourses" (12), and knowledge, it was nowunderstood, was created in discourse communities.Because of its initial explaining power, the mereidentification of discourse communities seemed to supportthe pedagogical notion that instructors need only socializetheir students into academic discourse communities.However, almost as soon as discourse community scholarshipappeared, observers noticed the coercive tendencies of such
25
communities. Assimilation via acculturative models wascalled into question as was the previously-held middle-class episteme of American education as fair and equitable— for clearly those students whose home language was notStandard American English (SAE) were frequently at adisadvantage. Language was no longer viewed as a neutralvehicle representing an external reality but rather asrepresenting "a discursive reality" (Brodkey xiii), areality which more often excluded than included thedisadvantaged.Composition research had thus revealed a discomfitingtruth — composition's service to the institution as anacculturating force often silenced or excluded students,and thus worked at cross-purposes to writing instruction'salternate mission to foster student access to andengagement with scholarly or other discourse. To counterthis "colonizing" tradition, educators found that criticalpedagogies that foreground and disclose the power workingsof discourse communities reduced minority students'otherness by providing the meta-means to understand howthey have been othered. And educators found that byproviding this critical perspective, they no longer acted as instruments of socialization but rather encouraged and
26
empowered student choice while simultaneously demystifyingand presenting information about academic discourse.
The NinetiesSince the 1990's, much composition research hasfocused on the ways in which language and discourse work inthe construction of marking power and in the constructionof hegemonic epistemes, ways of thinking that govern ourperception, behavior, and thought. On a more local level,the practice of writing instruction in the classroom hasalso been seriously interrogated, since it is nowunderstood that any and all practice inheres theory andthus ideology. As with any other discourse or culturalevent, educational practice is. always interested, alwayspolitical.So, postmodernism not only changed the way we(compositionists) looked at language and knowledge, but bythe 1990's, it had also deconstructed student identity andwriting instruction. The understanding that students do notdigest and construe information uniformly but rather areinteractive agents whose various and multiple contexts playa large part in their construction of knowledge created new problems and challenges for writing instruction and
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politicized the classroom. The classroom was now a site of"contact zones" and in 1991 Mary Louise Pratt, who coinedthe phrase, asked educators to create classroomenvironments and curricula "in which cultural groups ofunequal power can interact under conditions that enablesharing and understanding" (Brief 7). Writing researchersand practictioners, recognizing literacy as John Trimburputs it, as "represent[ing] an ideological arena andcomposition as a cultural activity by which writersposition and reposition themselves in relation to their ownand others' subjectivities, discourses, practices andinstitutions" (qted in Matsuda 73),. turned their attentionto the classroom as a site of "cultural,'spiritual,geographical and linguistic difference" (Brief 7).Writing instruction thus incorporated the position thatstudent-centered pedagogies are theoretically justifiedwhile "top-down" views of language learning and teaching are clearly not.6This increased attention to writing as a situateddiscursive practice, with all that entails, has since given6Akua Duku Anokye, program chair of the 2006 CCCC'sconference, boasts in his call for proposals that' this embrace of student-centered pedagogy can be attributed to composition's "groundbreaking research that places the student in the center of instruction."
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rise to new and numerous pedagogical approaches to thewriting classroom. These include feminist, criticalliteracy, cultural studies, social-expressivist and genrepedagogies. Each of these orientations shares someappreciation of our theoretical attention to post-structural views of language. Most also incorporate thesense of writing as process — a process containinginvention, arrangement, and revision strategies — but onewhich is recursive and idiosyncratic to not only theindividual but to the given task. In addition to writing asa sense of process, most FYC classes also incorporate peerreview, which is both an acknowledgement and a model of thefact that writers benefit from other readers sincecommunication in all senses is a public and collaborativeactivity.
Contemporary TensionsStill, though it may appear from this history thatsocial-constructionist and postmodernist theories commonlyundergird current FYC practice, this is certainly not so.For one thing, because of the heavy reliance on part-timeand graduate student faculty who may have limited or nobackground in the scholarship of the field, simplistic
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process and current-traditional approaches are still commonin classrooms nationwide. Moreover, there are manycompositionist Ph.D.s who ascribe a solely acculturativeservice mission to FYC. They consider writing instructionpedagogies grounded in a social context of language use tooconfusing and complex for first-year students, and, moreimportantly, as interfering with their acculturativemission.Such instructors do not ground their curricula inpostmodern theory. They ignore their theoretical knowledgein favor of their acculturative mission thereby creatingthe current dissensus that exists within the field. In"Composition at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century," Richard Fulkerson, a representative of composition'sacculturative camp advocates procedural rhetoric, theacculturation of students to academic discourse,argumentation, and disciplinary genres, while fullyacknowledging that it is in "the dominant tradition of composition in the 1970s and 1980s" (671). Yet this tradition, as we have seen from composition's history, is not primarily informed by postmodern theories of language.Rather, as this chapter chronicles, the "social turn" aroseas a reaction to a modernist approach that sought to
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normalize student populations at the expense of ignoringhuman epistemology. Clearly, our scholarly community isnot unified in its support of our current theoreticalknowledge as a basis for instruction.C. Jan Swearingen also muses over the currentpedagogical dissensus within the field, fearful thatwriting instruction may return to untheorized practice. In"Rhetoric and Composition as a Coherent IntellectualDiscipline: A Meditation," she despairs over the currentscene, concerned that composition, that is, writinginstruction, may soon again be divorced of rhetoric, as
"L'affaire Brodkey at the University of Texas at Austin" illustrates (21).7 Swearingen is concerned because "some compositionists have begun to repudiate theory quite loudlyand propose returning to an untheorized, and evenantitheoretical, pedagogy of 'care'" (14). "Care" in thiscase, refers to acculturative service, the teaching ofwriting as described by James Berlin in 1982: "as theimparting of a largely mechanical skill, important only7 A WPA overseeing the Freshman English program at UT, Austin, Linda Brodkey designed a FYC curriculum based upon postmodern theory. The administration canned both the curriculum and Brodkey after, a few professors criticized the curriculum and turned the issue into a highly public debacle.—See Brodkey's "Writing Permitted in Designated Areas Only".
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because it serves students in getting them through schooland in advancing them in their professions."Although the many histories of composition, includingthe condensed one I have told here, can easily beinterpreted as a story of resistance — a collectiveintellectual enterprise resisting its service-orientedroots — the problem remains that the field has yet toresolve the tension between its acculturative and criticalmissions. As Swearingen asserts, "[t]heory and pedagogyhave yet to define methods by which we can accomplish thegoal of pluralism alongside the goal of empowering studentsto succeed individually and socially in the language ofwider communications: standard edited English" (21).Ironically, despite these ongoing tensions in thefield, the Outcomes Statement and most pf the WPAs whocompiled The Outcomes Book: Debate and Consensus after the
WPA Outcomes Statement suggest that this modern/postmoderntension has already been resolved. In the next chapter, Iprovide a close analysis of the rhetoric of the OS in orderto show how these tensions still circulate in the documentand how the introductory choices its framers made ensuredthat this would be so.
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CHAPTER TWONO MO' "MO"? HOW POSTMODERN ARE WE?
That a theory is only a theorysounds sensible enough, but one ofthe dangers all researchers aswell as theorists face [. . .] isforgetting that a theory is onlyan account of something, not thething itself. While I doubt thatanyone remembers all the time thatthe theory that they are workingfrom is only an account, and apartial one at' that, a theory thatbegins by assuming the nearlyinvisible influence of discoursesover our ability to imagine andreflect on who we are in ourselvesand in relation to others and theworld is, to my way of thinking,difficult to forget as a theory.—Linda Brodkey, Writing 
Permitted in Designated Areas
Only, 11
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In Chapter One, I showed how the development ofcomposition studies shifted the intellectual grounds of thefield from a modernist orientation to language topostmodernist one. If my account of composition's historyhas accurately demonstrated that the dominant paradigm ofthe field has in fact moved to explain the discursiverelationships among language, thought, and reality, thenone might reasonably expect that this disciplinaryknowledge should inform first year writing instruction.However, enacting such a shift in pedagogy would complicatethe literacy practices traditionally taught in FYC, forwhat precisely does it mean to be able to read and write ata postsecondary level?According to many of the OS framers, the OS resolvesthe issue of what should constitute post secondary writinginstruction by defining the conceptual content of FYC. Inthe afterword to The Outcomes Book: Debate and Consensus
after the WPA Outcomes Statement, Kathleen Yancey clearlyrejoices that "one of the questions that has vexedcompositionists since the modern iteration of composition,"that is, "the content of composition," (220) seems to havefinally been answered. Yancey describes this curriculum in
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which "a new construct of writing is created," and "whichis not your father's composition" (218), declaring "[g]enreand language and rhetorical situation: they are thecurriculum" (220). She also challenges her audience toseriously consider the idea that composition's disciplinaryknowledge should be the primary subject of study forwriting instruction. She asks, "Question: What wouldhappen if we took this idea seriously and understood thatwe are a discipline after all, that composition is the
content of (any) composition class and program? How muchchange might we see in student learning?" (220).Although I agree with Yancey's proposition thatwriting instruction should be structured and conceived as acontent course, as mentioned at the end of the lastchapter, the community has not cohered around the purposesof FYC despite what current scholarship has shown. Whilemany compositionists advocate FYC curricula that focus oncomposition's constructed knowledge, others still promote asolely acculturative service mission to FYC. In"Composition at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century," Fulkerson, himself a member of the acculturative camp,argues against "social" pedagogies that focus oninterpretation, preferring "the writing of our students" as
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"the focus (content) of the course" (665). Like manyothers, he reflects a position that eschews a postmodernfocus, a position that is frequently evidenced in the WPA-Ldiscussions surrounding the OS. I was surprised to learnthat during the drafting of the OS, more resistance wasexpressed to the inclusion of the more theoretically andpostmodern driven outcome "Understand the relationshipsamong language, knowledge, and power" than to any other ofthe bulleted items. Various WPAs wrote in their posts thatsuch an outcome was "too grand," "unnecessary" and"unreasonable," and some even expressed bewilderment by admitting that they themselves did not fully understand "the relationships among language, knowledge, and power."Such posts reflect the severe disagreement over thephilosophical purpose of FYC instruction, as well as theOS's existence as, one WPA wrote, "an exercise innegotiation and compromise." By steering clear of such afundamental disagreement, the framers leave the statementopen to multiple interpretations and thus once again all teachers institutionally vulnerable. The OS consequently maintains the very status quo the statement was designed to challenge.
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In this chapter, I rhetorically analyze the OS from apostmodern perspective to demonstrate how the document doesor does not attend to the postmodern theoretical advancesin the field. My analysis shows that while both modernistand postmodernist orientations to language might be readinto the text, the mutually exclusive nature of theseorientations coupled with the structure of the statementand institutional commonplaces about writing generally,ensure that the document will preserve modernist approachesto the writing classroom at the expense of postmodernistapproaches. My discussion also addresses the issue of whya postmodern orientation to language should be viewed aspreferable within the field and in the classroom.
Document DesignThe Outcomes Statement is a short two-page documentthat opens with a three paragraph introduction to itspurpose followed by four titled sections: 1) RhetoricalKnowledge 2) Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing 3)Processes 4) Knowledge of Conventions. Two bulleted listsfollow each heading; the first list indicates what "[b]ythe end of first year composition, students,should" know orbe able to do, and the second bulleted list suggests how
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"[f]acuity in all programs and departments can build onthis preparation [. . .]." In keeping with the topic of mythesis, I will analyze only the sections that relate tofirst-year composition.
Section One of the Outcomes StatementOne might expect the rhetorical knowledge section tobe the most attentive to language, context, meaning,epistemology, and other concerns related to the socialconstitutive nature of language. However, its overall tonesuggests a more prescriptive than descriptive approach tothe cultivation of rhetorical awareness. The text reads as'follows: Rhetorical KnowledgeBy the end of first year composition, studentsshould• Focus on purpose• Respond to the needs of different audiences• Respond appropriately to different kinds ofrhetorical situations• Use conventions of format and structureappropriate to the rhetorical situation
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• Adopt appropriate voice, tone, and level offormality• Understand how genres shape reading and writing• Write in several genresAt face value, each bullet appears to taxonomize thatwhich most writers do, supporting Fulkerson's definition ofgood writing as that which is "rhetorically effective foraudience and situation" (655). During my initial reading ofthe text, I resonated agreeably with each bulleted item,thinking "I do that, and That, and THAT." Indeed, mosteffective writers consider purpose (step one) and audience(step two), by integrating purpose into whatever genre theanticipated audience expects, because they know that theform employed will rhetorically influence an audience'sreception of what is said. However, a deeper look at these"steps" as articulated suggests how they can be readvariously and with attention to different values aboutwriting.For one thing, the term "genre" is a loaded term, onethat becomes much richer and more complex the more onereads about genre studies. Admittedly, the framers of theOutcomes Statement were aware of the potential
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complications of using such language, and after muchdiscussion about their own audience, chose, as they explainin the introduction, to write for their primary audience—"well-prepared college writing teachers and college writingprogram administrators" to whom "terms such as 'rhetorical'and 'genre' convey rich meaning that is not easilysimplified." Yet what constitutes "well-prepared"? In hercritique of the OS, "More than the Latest PC Buzzword forModes: What Genre Theory Means to Composition," BarbaraLittle Liu astutely notes that those "doing the actualwork of writing instruction" include "WPAs, tenure-trackand adjunct, faculty, and graduate teaching assistants(whether trained in rhetoric and composition or inliterature, creative writing, or linguistics)" (72). Such an eclectic group does not constitute an interpretive community each of whose members similarly understand the rich connotations of the word "genre," as the OS framers would have us assume. That being the case, then, many writing instructors are not "well-prepared," making the implementation of the Outcomes Statement problematic.At issue, Liu explains, is that many readers (including those many writing instructors) unfamiliar with contemporary genre theory misunderstand genre as synonymous
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with form. Thus, the outcome "[w]rite in several genres,"as well as an outcome in the Knowledge of Conventionssection stipulating that students should "[d]evelopknowledge of genre conventions ranging from structure and paragraphing to tone and mechanics" could be easily misreadand misapprehended because "'modes' or the phrase'different kinds of academic essays' could be substitutedfor "genre" and make just as much sense" (Liu 73).Even the outcome "Understand how genres shape readingand writing," which gets closer to a rich connotation ofgenre as a complex ever-unfolding and ever-changingdialogical interaction between writer, reader, discoursecommunity, and historical moment, can be misread. There isnothing in the document to prevent a reduced "modes-based"reading of this outcome as well. An instructor may easilymisunderstand the outcome to mean that students shouldlearn about discipline-specific forms in order to preventher students from choosing the "wrong" form (A.K.A."genre"). In such a scenario, students are taught thatthey must pick the "appropriate" form for their audience,and by doing so, they persuasively shape their audience'sreception, or "reading" of what they have written. Whileperhaps true, the goal of teaching students that they
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should "respond appropriately to" the rhetorical situation(outcome number three of this first section) is merelyacculturative and does not incorporate postmodern theoriesof discourse which describe how genres themselves aregraphemic epistemes that "shape" and constrain our"reading" — hence our understanding, of the verydisciplines that employ said genres. This richerunderstanding of genres would provide students with anappreciation of genres as social forces that change overtime and place and as social constructions that, likeepistemes, shape our worldviews. With such anunderstanding, students can both reflect upon ways in whichtheir worldviews have been shaped by genre as well asunderstand their participation in the dialectical interplayof production and reception of texts.Unfortunately, the writers of the document placed theonly outcome that requires a postmodern awareness at theend of the section, thereby diluting its power andsignificance. As we know, context shapes meaning.Clearly, reading the first two outcomes, "Use conventionsof format and structure appropriate to the rhetoricalsituation" and "adopt appropriate voice, tone, and level offormality," before reading "understand how genre shapes
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reading and writing" shapes how we read the latter outcome.Similarly, the use of "appropriate" conventions and voiceclearly refer to discipline-specific writing, therebycreating an environment for the latter to be read andmisread in the same vein. If, however, "Understand howgenres shape reading and writing" were placed first on thelist to indicate its primary importance, the other outcomesmight contain a less acculturatively modern flavor.Postmodern genre studies examine how the human need toclassify (which is the very foundation and source of genre)produces normative and acculturative effects. Whereas thetraditionally modern notion of genre categorizes thecommonalities found in genres and sees them as staticproducts, postmodern genre theories examine how genres
operate. While describing the "social turn" in genrestudies, Peter Vandenberg refers to Carolyn Miller'sseminal article "Genre as Social Action" which "argues that'a rhetorically sound definition of genre must be centerednot on the substance or form of discourse but on the actionit is used to accomplish'" (533). Vanderburg explicatesthe significance of this postmodern turn in genre studiesby declaring that "genre is important precisely in terms ofits role in both regulating and enabling social action"
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(533). That genre regulates, students will certainly andquickly learn in any solely and uncritically acculturativeenvironment. Learning that genre "enable[es] socialaction" is another matter, one requiring a postmodernawareness that, for the most part, is not a common goal ofour educational system.Postmodern genre studies view genre as systems inwhich human "agency is acquired, negotiated, resisted anddeployed" (qted in Vanderburg 534). Within this postmoderninterpretive framework, one which would be more readilyunderstood if the genre outcome "how genres shape readingand writing" were placed at the top of the bulleted list,students would be better guided to reflect upon their ownchoices regarding voice, structure, format, and so on, andexamine how their choices operate. When students do so,they work within an agent/subject position rather thanmerely as subject to the socializing conventions ofdiscipline specifics. In other words, students may developthe means to understand both the disciplines they areentering and the implications of participating within theirterms.
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Section Two of the Outcomes StatementThe second section of the OS attends to criticalthinking, reading, and writing. That these processes havebeen separated from rhetorical knowledge suggest theongoing modernism of the OS. However, despite this, thissection proves to be the most richly informed section ofthe document.Critical Thinking, Reading, and WritingBy the end of first year composition, studentsshould• Use writing and reading for inquiry, learning,thinking, and communicating• Understand a writing assignment as a series oftasks, including finding, evaluating, analyzing, andsynthesizing appropriate primary and secondarysources• Integrate their own ideas with those of others• Understand the relationships among language,knowledge, and powerKenneth Bruffee examines the relationship betweenlanguage, thought, and the social construction of knowledge inhis now famous article, "Peer- Tutoring and the 'Conversation
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of Mankind'" which convincingly proposes "conversation" as atheoretical rationale behind the success of peer tutoring.He explains that since "reflective thought is public or socialconversation internalized," it follows that "the two are alsorelated functionally." Bruffee's observation that "becausethought originates in conversation, thought and conversationtend to work largely in the same way" (208) providesrationale for more than peer tutoring; it also theoreticallyjustifies the first outcome of this section: "By the end offirst year composition, students should Use writing andreading "for inquiry, learning, [and] thinking," For it isgenerally well accepted and understood that both reading andwriting—as forms of conversation—are inextricably linked withthought processes and, as such, not only add to one's funds ofknowledge, but are also effective thought generators. Theorganic relationship between conversation (internalized orexternalized) and thought also explains why writing-to-learnis so successful, often surprising inexperienced writers.This organic relationship between conversation andthought, understanding of which prompted the "social turn" aswe saw in chapter one, also provides a postmodern explanationfor the interrelatedness of the individual and the social, forthe ways in which thought both enables and regulates, thus
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providing a pedagogical rationale for the importance ofteaching "critical thinking, reading, and writing." For if weaccept that each individual is an idiosyncratic amalgamationof her many and numerous "conversations" and membershipscombined with a sense of "self," that is, a unique combinationof the individual and the social, a "site of contradiction"(39), as John Clifford coined it, then the multiple shiftingsubjectivities of the human experience result in contestationsand collaborations not only among individuals but within asingle individual both synchronically and diachronically.Encouraging the development of any kind of, critical awareness,then, is primary to the development of. a postmodernorientation to language, for critical awareness is thedevelopment of conscious (rather than unconscious) andreflective evaluative thought turned both inward and outwardon the never-ending intertextualities around and within us.For all appearances then, this section of the OS seemsto support a postmodern context for the teaching ofcritical reading, writing, and thinking. The firstoutcome—"Use writing and reading for inquiry, learning,thinking, and communicating" emphasizes an understanding ofthe interrelatedness of language and thought, and"communicating" situates an individual's literate
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activities in the social sphere. And with this firstoutcome as backdrop, the second outcome — "Understand awriting assignment as a series of tasks, including finding,evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing appropriate primaryand secondary sources" can be read as pointing to thecomplex intertextual intellectual and material processesinvolved in the production of a student text.. Studentsmust "understand" that they,are participating in a"Burkean" conversation that already takes place, a reasonwhy they must not only "find" and incorporate("synthesize") primary and secondary sources, but why theymust also skillfully judge ("evaluate")’ and "analyze"(deconstruct in order to understand the construction) themin deem them appropriate and worthy of inclusion. As suchstudents must not only "Understand a writing assignment asa series of tasks" but also as a series of choices—choicesthat are their own to make. Making effective choicesrequires that students not only be immersed in the"conversation" but also that they understand how toeffectively participate in the conversation (i.e.,"[i]ntegrate thei'r own ideas with those of others").All of that notwithstanding, the first three outcomesin this section historically have been taught—and most
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frequently still are taught — from a modern rather than apostmodern perspective. As a result, those who read the OScan easily interpret it as authorizing what has "always"been done. Without a clear theorized statement of context .for such curricular generalities, the likely outcome of theOS is the promotion of modernist.composition classes.Such an outcome would be unfortunate and represents alost opportunity for improved pedagogies because modernistapproaches to writing frequently fail due to theirprescriptiveness. In laying out rules to follow in orderto socialize students to "academic discourse," modernistpedagogies typically limit what students can do and think,and thus can squelch intellectual curiosity and investment.Take, for instance, that epitome of academic writing tasks,the research paper. By foregrounding form, the traditionalresearch assignment requires students to limit the integralfirst step of research — engagement and exploration of atopic - by demanding that students first choose and thennarrow a thesis in order to argue it within the given pagerequirement. It is no surprise, then, that students willoften argue a thesis that they either don't support ordon't care about. Such a modernist pedagogy tempts fewstudents to the world of scholarship but rather reinforces
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superficial engagement with a topic. Moreover as AvivaFreedman notes, "[s]tudents who have not been sufficientlyimmersed in a context [. . .] will not be able toventriloquate, to respond dialogically" (129) within theterms of the discursive academic community within whichthey are trying to participate and will thus frequentlyturn "to the broader culture outside the classroom formodels of persuasion," such as the hortatory language ofadvertising (135). Although many students may try theirbest to fulfill such decontextualized and formulaicassignments, their insufficient content and discourseknowledge may lead them to resort to the "easy" ways out:picking easy-to-research but boring topics, plagiarizing,revising a previous paper to fit the present requirements,or oversimplifying an argument for ease of expression so asnot to risk a lowered grade.This type of formulaic learning, learning how to "appear" to converse in academic spheres by following achecklist encourages students to follow the rules but doesnot necessarily stimulate their intellectual involvement ina project. If they are to experience any real engagementwith their sources, students must feel invested in theirlearning. As Anne Berthoff puts it, "unless and until the
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mind of the learner is engaged, no meaning will be made, noknowledge can be won" (330). Although it has been andcould be argued that welcoming and apprenticing studentsinto various discourse communities can be empowering tostudents who can now enter communities from which theypreviously had felt excluded, composition history clearlyshows that a purely acculturative mission serves only somestudents and even alienates many, especially those who feelmarginalized or those who do not "see" a place forthemselves in the production of texts.In direct contrast, the teaching of critical thinking,reading, and writing skills within a postmodern contextraises fewer affective filters8 within a diverse student population. A postmodern approach reaches across diversity by emphasizing critical interpretation as already and frequently practiced by all students prior to college, thus encouraging students to expand their already extantabilities in new forums. Moreover, helping students seethat they already enter your classroom as communicativeagents who contain many critical skills diminishes the
8A term used in L2 scholarship to refer to inhibitive emotional learning barriers.
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chances of losing those students who are academicallyunderprepared.Unfortunately for the postmodernist, this CriticalThinking, Writing, and Reading section of the OS does notpreclude other more traditional interpretations, especiallyif the first three outcomes are taught divorced from aconversational model and presented as if they were discreteskills practiced in the somber and arcane domain of"intellectuals." Without an appropriate context, thesethinking skills can be taught as modes and grammar were foryears—as discrete and learnable skills. Fortunately,though, that is a less likely possibility than in the pastsince the inefficacy of decontextualized teaching is nowcommon knowledge. Students repeatedly demonstrate thatwhen grammar and other skills are decontextually taught,most students will continue to perform such tasksdecontextually, scoring well on tests, but not transferringand applying said skills when needed for other purposes.Decontextualized writing instruction does not work becausewriting is not a mechanical skill. Susanmarie Harringtondeftly reminds us in "First-Year Outcomes and Upper-LevelWriting" that "no one writes to practice; we write because
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we have something to say. But how to describe this tostudents?" (132).A postmodern, context provides an answer to thatquestion, by virtue of the fact that postmodernism presentsthe study of language in the context of meaningful use.Since language and thought are inseparable, all students
already are meaning makers. Thus, the central issue withregard to writing in general and more specifically to theOS's critical thinking section, is the salience ofapprehending our own thought processes in order tometaperspectively understand both ourselves as interpretersof knowledge and the interpretations (meanings) we make.Writing instruction, then, must incorporate not only thestudy of epistemology — ourselves as makers of meaning —but also the study of critical thought — ourselves asrational beings. For if we understand that knowledge is
always partial and incomplete, and thus, our apprehensionof reality is always an interpretation, never a fullunderstanding, then, we must have some means to monitor,check, and control our own interpretive processes. Criticalreason provides humans with the self-corrective means tocheck themselves and is the mainstay of positive,meaningful change and intellectual evolution. For this
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reason, evidence and reason undergird academicconversations and are the currency of respectful andconsiderate interaction.The clearest and most deliberate reference topostmodern theory in section two and perhaps in the entireOutcomes Statement, however, appears in the fourth bulletedoutcome: "Understand the relationships among language,knowledge, and power." A more accurate understanding ofthis outcome undoubtedly requires a postmodern awareness,and, as composition history tells us, this awareness wasnot part of the initial hypothesis of early cognitivistcomposition researchers who were investigating language andthought but rather grew out.of research in a variety ofdistinct humanities disciplines, such as sociology, women'sstudies, history, and geography, as well as the impetusprovided by the multicultural classroom.By now I hope to have made it clear that postmodernismand multiculturalism theoretically overlap. Theacknowledgement of a culturally diverse student populationcombined with an awareness of the ways systems of thoughtcreate and maintain inequity have prompted researchers, inrecent times, to examine the interrelationships amongidentity, race, gender, class, sexuality and so on, their
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intention being to alleviate the fallout of suchrelationships — hegemony and oppression — as well as tounderstand the proclivity to form social institutions thatarise from such interactions, such as patriarchy,capitalism, and neocolonialism: While examining varioustheoretical concepts that speak to the issues of power,such as perspectivism, border theory, and "the contactzone," Marilyn Edelstein discusses the intersectionsbetween postmodernism and multiculturalism, writing that" [i]f one accepts the ideas that each of us inhabitsmultiple and mobile subject positions and that allidentities are intersectional and heterogeneous, thepossibilities emerge for a variety of affiliations andalliances between and among people who,, on the surface,might seem to be radically different" (33).Edelstein's desire for fairness and inclusivity forall, both in and outside the classroom, is, one wouldthink, shared by most academics and by most people ingeneral. The perceived possibility of that desire becominga reality presupposes positive change and brings to thesurface a still problematic educational issue — teachingand activism. Though Edelstein "sharejs] the widely heldview that multicultural education always connotes a
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commitment to political and social change" (15), thisposition offends and threatens many people. This factcreates problems for compositionists because even thoughmost agree that knowledge about "the relationships amonglanguage, knowledge, and power" sits at the center of theirdiscussions of the shaping force of language and thought,many are also aware that it is precisely this knowledgethat ironically has been the most attacked as beingfoundationalist and essentialist, a throwback toenlightenment ideology. Critics claim that postmoderninstruction rests upon a liberatory ideology that threatensmany students' primary discourses and imposes a unilateralliberalism, a narrow agenda of superiority promoting theoverthrow of the status quo. Nevertheless, theinterrelationship between education, as both a socializingand desocializing force, and its consequent influence onbehavior as revealed by our discussion up to this pointcannot be rationally denied.While the fourth outcome evidences and encapsulatesthe extensive research of the past few decades, it alsoimplies that instruction about the shaping force ofideology is integral to and inseparable from the study ofcomposition and need not be indoctrinating. Joseph Hardin,
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one of many compositionists who advocate that the teachingof writing be grounded in a postmodern context (an ideareferred to as "critical pedagogy") agrees in his astutebook Opening Spaces: Critical Pedagogy and Resistance
Theory in Composition. In her review of Hardin's work,Fiona Glade describes "how scholar-teachers,administrators, and students themselves might approach avision of composition that foregrounds the production andconsumption of textual matter as real work" (1):He argues further that a postmodern theory ofethics, enacted in composition, has the potentialto inscribe a critical metanarrative that eschewsthe absolute while disrupting the 'ideologicalfixity' (73) that fosters an acculturativepedagogy. In other words, he explains thatcritical pedagogy and the teaching of resistanceis not simply the leftist project that opponentswould claim; rather, it is the only method ofteaching by which students actually have anychoice about what to think. In this way, Hardinprovides a way to discuss writing instructionthat could be useful to students not only in
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preparing for the job market, but also inpersonal growth and self-exploration. (2)Though students, as possessors of human brains, alwaysacquire some such metaknowledge, or "criticalmetanarrative," during their own reflective thinkingoutside the classroom, it is not always sufficient to helpthem reach their full potential for social and selfcritical awareness. To that end, I feel that compositionpedagogy must offer the explicit teaching of humanepistemology as the heart of textual interpretation. AsBerthoff puts it, it is this "species-specific capacity forthinking about thinking that is the chief resource for anyteacher and the ground of hope in the enterprise ofteaching reading and writing" (329).Perhaps, most importantly, Hardin's and Berthoff'swork displays ways to enact postmodern compositionpedagogies that do not conflate postmodern theory withliberatory pedagogies. This confusion is common even withinthe composition community and is one of the reasons why somany educators oppose what they consider postmodernism's"liberatory agenda." Hardin's and Berthoff's work isextemely important because it presents postmodern theory asthat which it is - a theory - in other words, the
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constructed knowledge of a discipline. What students dowith that knowledge is their choice.I am suggesting, as others do, that the ideals andgoals of liberatory pedagogies need not be conflated withthose of postmodern critical pedagogies. A criticalpedagogy is one that involves the examination of the roleof language in shaping knowledge and perspective andamplifies students' metaperspectives of these processes.Yet despite the potential richness of a pedagogy based uponthis knowledge, the fourth outcome "[U]nderstand therelationships among language, knowledge, and power" doesnot necessarily drive the interpretation of this sectionfor many composition practitioners.In fact, some programs that have adapted the OutcomesStatement for their own purposes have dropped this outcomeentirely. Touting their use of the Outcomes Statement as atemplate for devising a curriculum concerning criticalthinking at Eastern Michigan University, Linda Adler- •Kassner and Heidi Estrem, in "Critical Thinking, Reading,and Writing: A View from the Field," incorporate everyoutcome in this section of the Outcomes Statement exceptthe fourth. Although they emphasize the interactiveconversational processes that occur during reading and
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writing, they reduce the intertextualities of reading andwriting to self and audience, eliding the powerrelationships instantiated on grander scales, such as inthe proportions of societies and institutions and the humanrace as a whole. Interestingly, EMU's curriculur FYCoutcomes (found at Chttp://www.emich/edu/english/fycomp /curriculum/pdfs/curriculumguide.pdf>.) do ask that"faculty in all programs and departments can build on thispreparation by helping students to learn the relationshipsamong language, knowledge, and power in their fields,"relegating such content to courses outside of first-yearcomposition.EMU's FYC curricular outcomes illustrate theinefficacy of the Outcomes Statement to "regularize whatcan be expected to be taught in first-year composition"(intro). Obviously, departments are interpreting thestatement through various interpretive lenses. Even worse,EMU's choice to obviate the fourth outcome contradicts theclaim made in the Outcome's Statement's introduction thatthese outcomes articulate the best of theory and researchand must not "be taught in reduced or simple ways." Byomitting the one outcome that encapsulates postmoderntheory from their own OS, EMU enables a merely
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acculturative pedagogy, and may even be unwittinglyencouraging it. This lack of a clear interpretiveframework permeates the WPA's "Processes" section as well.
Section Three of the Outcomes StatementThough most of these outcomes summarize what has beenlearned since the Dartmouth Conference about therecursiveness of the writing process and acknowledgewriters as conversational participants in larger socialconversations, only the last two of these OS outcomesintimate a postmodern perspective that emphasizes writingas a social act. Intimation, of course, is not adeclaration and what is merely intimated can be easilymissed by many readers. While there is a static anddecontextualized description here, the meanings of thesesections might be interpreted from a more postmodernperspective because the scholarship in the field has beenso fully attentive to social implications of collaborationand of technologies.
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ProcessesBy the end of first year composition, studentsshould• Be aware that it usually takes multiple drafts tocreate and complete a successful text• Develop flexible strategies for generating,revising, editing, and proof-reading• Understand writing as an open process thatpermits writers to use later invention and re­thinking to revise their work• Understand the collaborative and social aspectsof writing processes• Learn to critique their own and others' works• Learn to balance the advantages of relying onothers with the responsibility of doing theirpart• Use a variety of technologies to address a rangeof audiencesThe implication of "learn[ing] to balance theadvantages of relying on others with the responsibility ofdoing their part" drives to the heart of individual ethics.On the surface, it seems to refer to receiving revision
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help from other readers (as most writers do) while being ultimately responsible that the effort involved in production can be claimed as one's own, not anyone else's. Interpreted from a deeper perspective, this statementalludes to the much profounder responsibility of assumingresponsibility for one's self in every respect. Such aresponsibility requires a reflective .metaawareness of thesocial construction of oneself as an evolving being. Onemust not only be responsible for one's current actions butalso take responsibility for one's own continuingeducation, in other words, one's own evolution. Thisoutcome forcefully implicates students as participantsactively influential in the social realm who, as such, havethe responsibility to improve themselves as lifelonglearners, and, by extension, seek to improve' facets of thatsocial realm with which they come in contact.The final outcome in this section, "use a variety oftechnologies to address a range of audiences" also mightimply that students should acquire a postmodernmetaawareness of themselves as users of tools andtechnologies, and again, for the purpose of civic action.From alphabets to computers, technologies—as with anythingelse viewed through a postmodern perspective—are interlaced
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with worldviews that determine, for better or worse, howthe world works. In "Expanding Our Understanding ofComposing Outcomes," Cynthia Selfe and Patricia Ericssonaddress the importance of acquiring certain "literacies"within this culture, and they stress the responsibility ofWPAs to "help students of color and poor students■composerhetorically effective texts" (34). Acquiring and usingliteracies is not enough. Students, according to Selfe andEricsson, must "be critically aware of their own andothers' rhetorical success in'doing so"; if not, "they runthe risk of being 'have-nots' in a culture thatincreasingly associates power with technological reach, of being passive consumers of electronic texts but not beingable to produce these texts" (34). As with the finalbulleted outcomes of each section, we again see apostmodern undertone permeating the Outcomes Statement,underscoring students as social users of signs andtechnologies who 'use their multiple literacies for various purposes — and who, more importantly, are responsible forthe repercussions of their representations.This subtle postmodern undertone also charges FYC educators with the responsibility of employing a pedagogy that encourages students to amplify their sense of
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themselves as socially responsible. Quoting from the workof Marilyn Cooper, Selfe and Ericsson write that"[r]esponsibility within postmodern contexts [. . .] rests
not on modernist authority figures or value systems rootedin the Enlightenment, but rather on a personal'willingness' to relate to other humans, on a personal'impulse to be responsive to and responsible for' others,on a 'willingness' to approach authentic problems arisingfrom the postmodern condition (Cooper 1999, 153) and tolearn about their complexity with the help of concernedteachers" (35). Selfe and Ericsson's statement gets to theheart of what composition research has discovered—that wecannot talk about language and semiotic use without alsointerrogating the purposes of our use. Implicit in suchdiscussions is an assumption that such an interrogationwill lead students to want, to "'be responsive to andresponsible for' others" (Selfe and Ericsson' 34.) .My examination of the fourth and final section of theOutcomes Statement, Knowledge of Conventions, will revealit as fundamentally devoid of postmodern connotations.
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Section Four of the Outcomes StatementA postmodern approach to the teaching of conventions wouldsituate conventions within a social and historical context.The OS clearly does not.Knowledge of ConventionsBy the end of first year composition, studentsshould• Learn common formats for different kinds oftexts• Develop knowledge of genre conventions rangingfrom structure and paragraphing to tone andmechanics• Practice appropriate means of documenting theirwork• Control such surface features as syntax,grammar, punctuation, and spellingThis section deals with conventions, and although itdoes somewhat acknowledge the mutability of convention for"different kinds of texts," including their "surfacefeatures" such as "syntax, grammar, punctuation, andspelling" and implicitly acknowledges students as evolvinglearners who acquire strategies, these acknowledgements
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offer, at best, the faintest whispers of postmodernism.Although knowledge of conventions can be (and often is)taught through rote and ritual, they also can (and in myopinion, should) be taught from a postmodern perspective.My own experiences as a student have made me grateful tothose teachers who have modeled a postmodern pedagogy ofconvention, discussing the purposes and effects ofconvention and the ways in which intellectual property isculturally maintained, for they have provided me withdetails of the subtle and invisible workings of languageand the ways in which I have been unconsciously taught toaccept such conventions as neutral. These personalexperiences add to the evidence that explicit instructionabout something as seemingly rote as convention can expandone's postmodern awareness and should therefore not betaught from a merely acculturative standpoint.In fact, all acculturative aspects of writing can betaught within a postmodern context. Many detractors ofcritical pedagogy claim that it derails acculturativeacquisition by focusing on the political. I argue to thecontrary and hold that' acculturation can occur under thepurview of a postmodern context—my experiences in aMaster's of English Composition program that grounds its
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curricula within a postmodern context certainlysubstantiate this claim. Indeed, if one theory can subsumeanother without excluding it, then it makes sense to choosethe inclusive theory as the goal of the writing classroom.Postmodernism does not exclude acculturation but rathersets it within a larger context that includes a historicalperspective that permits agency and change within it andaccommodates every type of writing as well as every type ofstudent.However, this knowledge of convention section of theOS seems to contradict my perspective in that it lacks apostmodern interpretive framework. Moreover, postmodernawareness of the arbitrariness of convention helps studentsperceive the arbitrariness of all cultural artifacts —including themselves — leading them to a multiculturalperspective, also glaringly absent in this section. Infact, the section almost seems as if it were tacked on asan afterthought, a reminder of the current-traditional "todo's," bereft of any discussion of the normative functionsof convention that simultaneously enable easy encoding ofinformation among its discourse members while acting asborders to non-members.
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A greater faux pas in this section is pointed out in
The Outcomes Book by Marilyn S. Sternglass who questionsthe expectation that students be able to "control surfacefeatures." Nonstandard speakers and ESL writers shouldcertainly not be expected to have complete control of suchfeatures, and she reminds composition professionals oftheir supposed postmodern orientation to language thatwould prohibit such students from having "their workevaluated on the correctness of the forms rather than thesophistication of their ideas" (208). She suggests thatthe statement be revised to read that "students should havebeen practicing the conventions of syntax, grammar,punctuation, and spelling" and should, most importantly, bemade "familiar with the patterns they are having difficultyin controlling" (209). She stresses the importance ofexplicit metalinguistic instruction regarding such errorsso that students can differentiate "between those patternsthey control automatically and those that still requirespecific attention" (208). In addition to her point thatstudents should not be expected to be able to do anythingbut rather be merely aware of a concept and working towardacquiring it, she feels that instructors should understand
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some of the differences between LI and L2 writing so thatthey may consequently individually adjust their pedagogy.It is interesting to note that ESL issues, especiallysince the ESL student population each year comprises anincreasingly larger percentage of the FYC classroom, goentirely unmentioned in the Outcomes Statement. ESLstudents comprise three groups: international students,many of whom have extensive metalinguistic and grammarknowledge yet have little verbal fluency; immigrants, manyof whom have little of either; and generation 1.5ers, thosestudents who have acquired a great degree of conversationalfluency through immersion because they have lived andschooled in the United States for any number of years, yet,whose written texts are peppered with first languagetransfer issues. Students in this last category oftenperceive themselves as both American and fluent and denytheir categorization as ESL learners.The absence of any mention of ESL in the OS mayindicate an assumption that all composition instructors areversed in L2 writing issues and thus adjust their pedagogyaccordingly. With respect to written comments, forexample, William Grabe reminds us that "L2 writers welcomespecific overt feedback from teachers on the form and
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structure of their writing, and their writing improves as aresult" (45). Yet, considering the disciplinary divisionthat occurred between ESL and composition in the 1950's andthe subsequent attenuation of ESL discussion within thecomposition community as chapter one reveals, it isprobable, as my experience discussing such issues withvarious FYC instructors confirms, that many FYC instructorsare not well informed regarding L2 language acquisition andwriting.Grabe summarizes L2 research that distinguishes"influencing factors that are often invisible to manywriting programs and teachers," and he charges "English LIwriting teachers" to "understand the cultural dispositions"of their L2 writers. The differences these students bringto the classroom include "[e]pistemological issues(distinct cultural socialization and belief systems),""[wjriting topics (personal expression and humanisticindividualism as North American educational preferences),""[k]nowledge storage (Ll-based knowledge createscomplexities for L2 writers)," "audience awareness (EnglishL2 audiences sense may be culturally different from EnglishLI students)," and "Students' right to their own language(whose English is right?)" (Grabe 45-6). Grabe holds FYC
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teachers responsible to "be appropriately prepared toteach" L2 writers "effectively and fairly." Consideringthe extent to which nonstandard and non-native writerscomprise FYC classrooms, I agree that FYC instructors needESL training. I have frequently applied my ESL training inthe FYC classroom to both nonstandard and non-nativewriters, not only with regard to issues of languagetransfer but also theoretical understanding of thedifferences and interactions between acquisition andlearning, the need for immersion balanced with explicitmeta-instruction.The pedagogical obligation of inclusivity requiresthat teachers do more than merely have an awareness of Ll-L2 differences. They must practice a pedagogy that embedstheir curricula in a postmodern context. For how else butwithin a social paradigm does an instructor discusscultural differences to a stratified student populationwithout acting as an instrument of socialization? (Evenwithin fairly homogenous student populations, one couldargue such an approach for two reasons — 1) from a social-constructionist standpoint, no student population, norindividual student for that matter, is homogenouslyunified, and 2) especially within fairly homogenous student
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populations, teaching with a social paradigm encouragesstudents to self-reflectively examine their culturalpredispositions and socializations.) I again remind thereader that a postmodern orientation to languageacknowledges the imbrication of language and thought andhence the social construction of cultural norms of thoughtand behavior. Thus, all writing instruction mustincorporate discussion of social-constructionism in orderto expressly address any of Grabe's listings, for example,"audience awareness" or "Ll-based knowledge." The OSexpressly refers to such knowledge in outcomes such as"[r]espond to the needs of different audiences" and"[r]espond appropriately to different kinds of rhetoricalsituations." Doing either requires specific culturalknowledge, and instruction about such knowledge ifpresented from a merely acculturative perspective resultsin unfair practice because it normalizes the practices ofthe dominant majority who do not have to adjust theirpractices at all. To decenter and displace such privilege,Edelstein recommends that a multicultural education shouldmove "toward a more relational model of cultures andidentities" (15) .
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Although there is implicit endorsement of such asocial paradigm in the OS, as we have seen from my previousexamination of outcomes such as "understand therelationships among language, knowledge, and power," thelack of explicit endorsement of a postmodern pedagogicalcontext enables the continuation of acculturativepedagogical practices that, intentionally or not, mayexclude some students in the FYC classroom, including ESLstudents. Analysis of the Outcomes Statement reveals,then, the palpable interplay of the same two opposingdiscourses that we saw in chapter one at work throughoutthe history of composition, namely, the modern andpostmodern, also known as the acculturative and thecritical.A similar debate over which approach to take—acculturative or critical—rages in the ESL community. ESLscholarship has traditionally taken an acculturative stanceadvocating that "L2 writing theory and practice should bedriven by the pragmatic mission of preparing students fortarget situations," resulting, for example, in suchprograms as EAP (English for Academic Purposes). There is,however, according to Sarah Benesch, "an emerging traditionin the field" that "address[es] the social context of
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English language teaching," incorporating the politics ofcomposition (161). Opponents to this approach eitherclaim that it presents a "cognitive overload" for L2writers or argue that "critical thinking is uniquelyWestern and that ESL composition teachers should thereforeavoid imposing this type of thinking on their nonnativespeaking (NNS) students" (162). B.enesch rightly points outthat these opponents do not, however, "argue that academicdiscourse is culturally determined and should also,therefore, be avoided," and she argues that their"sanction[ing] of certain types of thinking and writing" isclearly "a political choice" (162). Instead of a merelypragmatic approach, Benesch advocates, rather, "criticalpragmatism" — a postmodern pedagogical approach thatattacks the theoretical assumption inherent in pragmatismthat "students' relationships to their native language andto English are unproblematic, that learners can simply addan additional language to their linguistic repertoire withpositive results" (162).Informed by varied ethnographic L2 research, criticalpragmatism is informed by postmodern theory. According toBenesch, as with all other socially-constructed students,ESL students' "positionality (class, ethnicity, gender,
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race) and agency (their active embrace and rejection ofvarious facets of learning)" create "a complicated pictureof learning English" that illustrates their struggle "withboth wanting and resisting English" (164). SubstantiatingLI composition research, L2 critical research also shows,Benesch argues, that "pragmatically teaching the demands ofthe target situation is an inadequate response to thecomplexities of L2 learning" (164). In addition to thesocial, cultural, emotive, and affective issues involved inlearning, she adds that mere acculturative instruction"perpetuates the myth that some types of discourse arefreer of cultural contamination than others and do not,therefore, impose on students; it also omits debates in theLI and L2 composition communities about what skills,genres, and methods best prepare students for the demandsof academic content courses" (166). Diane Belcher validatessuch a view, claiming that "critical writing will helpstudents begin to see themselves as experts-in-training, toovercome their reluctance to challenge establishedauthority, and to understand the social dynamics, or theongoing dialectic, of their fields of study" (135) .It is, of course, no surprise to educators with apostmodern pedagogical orientation that both LI and L2
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education are riddled with the same issues, and the absenceof any such distinction within the OS intimates support forthe claim that postmodern orientation to languageundergirds composition's current disciplinary knowledge,exemplifying its "practice, research, and theory."However, as rhetorical analysis of the Outcomes Statementhas already demonstrated, the statement's postmodernundertone is no more than that, an undertone, not a clearpromulgation and promotion of postmodernism, as thefollowing chapter will discuss.
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CHAPTER THREEIDENTITY CRISIS
The primary factor underlying the Outcome Statement'sunsuccessful attempt to "regularize what can be expected tobe taught in first-year composition" is its lack of a clearpostmodern context. Though a postmodern undertone clearlyexists in the OS (as we saw in various outcomes such as"understand how genres shape reading and writing" and"understand the relationships among language, knowledge,and power"), the absence of any articulation in theintroduction of "what composition teachers nationwide havelearned from practice, research, and theory" clearlyenables continuation of the same stratified theory andpedagogy that originally fomented the need to regularizeFYC. Though the introduction claims that the OS documentitself articulates composition's "practice, research, andtheory," clearly my rhetorical analysis demonstrates thepotential for various and contrastive interpretations ofthe knowledge acquired through such means, as do real lifeapplications, as in the case of EMU.In addition to lacking a clearly articulated theoryfor FYC practice in the introduction, the OS's other
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primary weakness is its listing of bulleted items as ifeach were of equal weight. Though the framers imply anembedded hierarchy, of a weighting leading from simple tocomplex with the latter items articulating a more complexand postmodern understanding of the writing process, thefact is that if context drives interpretation and meaning,the more complex items should be cited first for schemaactivation to occur.Perhaps unwittingly, the framers taxonomize accordingto a developmental model that inscribes and promotes amodern rather than postmodern developmental model basedupon linear procession from simple to complex. "The chiefhazard of the developmental model," Berthoff reminds us,"is that it sanctions the genetic fallacy—that what comesfirst is simple, not complex, and that what comes after isa bigger version of a little beginning" (338).Developmental models that more accurately reflect thecomplexity of the learning process incorporate uneven,embedded, multi-directional advancement in addition tosequencing.Additionally, much of the OS terminology does notreflect a complex developmental model, which again implies a modern's positivist view of uniform linear development.
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According to the OS, students should be able to "focus,""respond," "use," "adopt," "understand," and "write." RuthOverman Fischer advises that, rather than assert thatstudents should be able to do the above, the statementshould read that students "'should have demonstrated theability to'" (italics mine) fulfill these functions because"students cannot be expected to have full command of any ofthese outcomes by the end of the course" (176). In otherwords, if a student is able to demonstrate her acquisitionof these skills to some degree, then that is sufficient toshow that she is "learning" the targeted tasks. As has been determined by error analysis and second languageacquisition research, expecting more than that would be anindication that the OS's outcomes for FYC chargeinstructors and students with accomplishing much more thanis possible in merely a course or two.Notwithstanding the mammoth charge it makes for FYC,the Outcomes Statement commendably evinces the complexityof learning to write in its incorporation of facultysections that outline how faculty throughout thedepartments can help students expand and amplify theirwriting knowledge and abilities. The fact that facultyacross the curriculum are charged with the responsibility
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to teach writing refutes the myth that FYC can teachstudents to write for life in the space of a course or two.FYC can and should, though, introduce students to thediscipline of composition and its postmodern understandingof language. Such an understanding cultivates students'metaperspectives of writing and discourse communities,providing them with valuable knowledge that they cantransfer and apply to any number of situations. In supportof Yancey's challenge to her colleagues to view
"composition [as] the content of (any) composition classand program" (220), I have argued throughout this thesisthat knowledge of the intertextualities of life andourselves as hermeneutic beings, then, should be thecurriculum of composition. The field of composition andrhetoric — like other fields — has both a theoreticalfoundation and a substantive body of knowledge that can beintroduced in FYC and cultivated throughout students'postsecondary education. Sadly, though, Yancey's claimthat the OS clearly outlines the content of composition'sdisciplinary knowledge as the curriculum of FYC cannot besubstantiated by my analysis. The lack of a cleartheoretical context in the OS potentially opens the doorfor any type of praxis, including theoretically outmoded
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modern practices whose sole mission is to acculturatestudents to standard edited English and academic discourseseven though our research has repeatedly refuted suchapproaches.By refusing to directly address the tensions betweenmodern and postmodern approaches to the field, the Outcomescollective has created conditions that will appear toprofessionally sanction the educational shortchanging ofstudents. As my discussion in chapter two suggests,postmodern orientations to composition, whether pursuedprimarily in the spirit of acculturating students toacademic discourse or in the spirit of encouraging studentagency, do not essentialize student populations nor do theyprovide a diminished mechanistic and rule-governed view oflanguage use.Postmodern pedagogies offer historical, social, andcultural understandings of language use. Presented withinthe sociological context of humans as social animals whosecommunicative interactions have created varying-lengthconversations, some lost forever, some lasting forever andultimately producing, for example, toasters, quantumphysics, the zero, pop music, and lethal injection, andsocio-political ideals ranging from the tyrannical to the
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purely democratic, teaching in the context of a postmodern"conversational model" (Bazerman, Bruffee, Burke),encourages students to see themselves as integralparticipants in a myriad of lifelong conversations whowould benefit from the cultivation and honing of theircritical abilities. Whether evaluating which shoes to buy,which schools to attend, which political candidate mostdeserves one's vote, or how best to raise and educatechildren, the ability to find, evaluate, analyze, andsynthesize information in order to understand andarticulate one's own position is invaluable.Postmodernism does not necessarily require teachers toabandon their responsibilities to academic writing.Rather, it asks students to understand the nature ofacculturation as discourse plays a role in it. A postmodernapproach suggests that when academic conversation isembedded within a larger conversational context and withina context of discourse communities (that is, within asocial paradigm), students who might not have otherwiseperceived themselves as possible participants in certainacademic, economic, public, and personal spheres may feelcapable to take part. Why does it work this way? Firstly,because students' conscious awareness of their many other
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discourse memberships acquired over their lifetime canprovide them with the confidence to enter and assimilatemore, allowing them to feel worthy of access. Second,their investigation of many of the critical thinking skillsthey have applied and practiced in their other communitiesencourages students to transfer and cultivate such skillswithin academic spheres. Such an approach permits allstudents to feel included, and when presented within acontext of their having a purpose and of helping to solve aproblem, even academic conversations that often seem likeboring and useless endeavors to many young students becomeunderstandable, challenging, more interesting, and worththe effort to join.Some critics of postmodernism claim that to understandourselves as subjects of discourse, as Brodkey suggests in the opening quote of the second chapter, we negate the possibility of agency. On the contrary, I argue throughoutthis thesis that the cultivation of a postmodern awareness
increases our agency by allowing us to identify and analyzethe social forces at work upon us so that we may, asVanderburg quotes, "acquire, negotiate, resist, and deploy"(534) any of these social variables. It is difficult toresist or deploy or negotiate that which we do not
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understand. Conscious action enables students to bothacculturate to and resist discourse communities as theywish. Therefore, a postmodern pedagogy is more inclusivethan a modern pedagogy which, as we saw in chapter one,often silences students and works against literacyinstruction's mission to foster autonomy. Some opponents ofthis type of a critical education that asks students toexamine socialization on both the individual and sociallevel claim that postmodernists are nihilistic and eschewreason, one of "the guiding principles of the postmodernage" as no longer "viable, meaningful, or believable"(Santos 174). On the contrary, to many postmodernists, ourability to reason critically and direct such reason inwardis the very means by which we can check our own bias andact to produce positive and meaningful individual andsocial change.A central tenant of postmodernism is that bias is aninnately limiting human characteristic. Language and thebrain often work in contradictory and competing ways; intandem, the two order, govern, regulate, and enable ourthought. Over and above the instinct to survive that weshare with most creatures, the instinct to make meaning maybe a distinctly human trait. As information processing
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models of the human brain demonstrate (Johnson 3-4),processes that involve both stored knowledge and newlyacquired knowledge work together to categorize and orderour thought "emically," thus allowing us to quickly processinformation and connect it to our prior experience, to makesense of what our senses apprehend. This human quality ofapprehending knowledge by filtering it through priorinterpretive frameworks stored in our long-term memorydetermines our individualities, creates our individual andgroup identities, and, ultimately, defines us as humans.These emic frameworks are interwoven with language which,according to Berthoff, "has two aspects, the hypostatic andthe discursive" (338). "By naming the world," sheelaborates, we enable the discursive; "we hold images inmind;, we remember; we can return to our experience andreflect on it" (338). As this discussion of criticalawareness affirms, based on my own research, I agree withBerthoff who claims that "[i]n reflecting, we can change,we can transform, we can envisage" (338) ."Language," then, "thus becomes the very type ofsocial activity by which we might move towards changing ourlives" much as the National Council for the Excellence inCritical Thinking instruction suggests in their declaration
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that critical thinking is not the "mere use of those skills("as an exercise") without acceptance of their results."However, the "hypostatic power of language to fix andstabilize" that which "frees us from the prison of themoment" and "recreates us as historical beings" (Berthoff338) is also that which organizes and patterns our thoughtemically. These emic frameworks, interwoven with language,are such subtle forces that they must be scrutinized andexplicitly taught. As rhetoricians continue to reveal,only some of the multifarious ways we have been socializedand indoctrinated have been examined.The study of human epistemology and its imbricationwith language makes sense as a subject of compositionclasses. The National Council for excellence in CriticalThinking Instruction promotes such understanding as an
educational goal: "[e]ducation — in contrast to training,socialization, and indoctrination — implies a processconducive to critical thought and judgment. It isintrinsically committed to the cultivation of reasonabilityand rationality." They claim that since "there is anintimate interrelation between knowledge and thinking" andsince "everyone thinks; it is our nature to do so" itfollows that since "much of our thinking, left to itself,
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is biased, distorted, partial, uninformed or down-rightprejudiced," we should cultivate our critical abilities.Postmodern language theory provides the theoretical contextneeded to explain human bias and perception and thus is auseful and sound theoretical foundation for compositionpedagogy.However, many members of the field do not feel itnecessary to theoretically justify praxis. In "TheOutcomes Statement as Theorizing Potential: Through aLooking Glass," Fischer justifies an untheorized approachto praxis, citing Donald Wolff's claim that "'thesuggestions which have led to the current Statement arethemselves the products of wide reading in theory — toowide to begin to document in the Outcomes Statement — and awide variety of approaches — too wide to essentialize andinevitably various'" (172). Quoting Wolff again, Fischerclaims that theory is unimportant: "'the Statement itselfis not intended to lay out the theoretical grounds...Rather,the Outcomes Statement is for a broader audience [schooladministrators, the interested public, students], which'simply' need to know that we have theoretical andpractical grounds for suggesting these particular outcomesfor FYC" (172) .
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If, then, the OS is merely a political tool to keep atbay the forces outside the academy that would otherwisedictate the content of FYC, how can a statement that,Fischer admits, can be read by readers who "ultimately'see' which ones [theories] are present — or absent —through their own theoretical frames" (173) accomplish the formidable task of unifying and "regularizing" FYC? Havingspent the last four years in a Master's of Englishcomposition program whose curricula are presented within apostmodern theoretical context, learning that "no education is neutral" and that all practice is grounded in theory whether consciously or not, I view the OS, as my analysis shows, as a cultural artifact palpitating with underlying theory, theories that, unfortunately, perpetuate those very historical modern/postmodern tensions that provoked its emergence. Blind faith that writing instructors' pedagogy, as Fischer avers, is based on "theory that they [instructors] have read, lived through and taught by,leavened by encounters with countless students" and that itis this theory "that informs the Statement" (172)essentially brings us back full circle to the conditionsthat caused the formulation of the OS—a lack of curricularconsensus with regard to FYC instruction. This deficiency
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is largely due to the fused efforts of a highly mixed groupthat, as was discussed earlier in this chapter, does notcomprise a unified interpretive community. The OSintroduction seems to acknowledge this fact in its claimthat "the document is not merely a compilation or summary1of what currently takes place." Yet reliance on the claimthat the OS's underlying theory is that which FYCinstructors "have read, lived through and taught by"contradicts the intro's assertion, leaving me unsettled bythe circular logic of Fischer's argument, an argument thatseems to be an attempt to justify an unjustifiablecondition—the absence of a unified underlying theory in theOutcomes Statement.Though the OS framers are to be commended for tacklingthe Herculean task of summarizing and condensing theskills, knowledge, and understanding,that comprise thecontent of postsecondary writing instruction, the fact isthat the deficiencies and inconsistencies their statementwas generated to address still exist. I maintain that theOS has not yet done what it set out to do, and, even worse,has left itself vulnerable to attack, especially by thoseoutside forces from which it was designed to defend itself.
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In chapter four, I will discuss the significance of thislamentable circumstance.
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CHAPTER FOURCOMPOSITION'S TERRAIN: A MO/POMO BATTLEGROUND
The postmodern critique assertsthat apolitical contemplationwithout cultural bias or socialagenda cannot actually exist.This critique adds a most valuableconceptual instrument by which wemay more accurately reconceptua­lize our understanding of the pastand therefore, our own contem­porary condition.—Allsup, "Postmodernism, the 'Politically Correct,' andLiberatory Pedagogy," 270Allsup's statement challenges us to utilize ourmetaawareness of human bias to interrogate our past inorder to consciously cooperate to reconfigure our future.I have tried to meet such a challenge by using compositionhistory and postmodern theory to rhetorically analyze theOutcomes Statement as a cultural artifact to uncover itsunderlying "cultural bias and social agenda" (Allsup 270).My analysis shows that, in many ways, the OS merely
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reinstantiates composition as an acculturative servicecourse and does not actively promote a postmodernpedagogical context for FYC or for writing instruction ingeneral. With the hope of contributing to the reconfiguringof the future of composition, I have argued that apostmodern theoretical context should be clearlyarticulated in both the OS's introduction and in itsordering of bulleted items. To that end, the purpose of myrhetorical analysis is twofold: 1) to contribute to thescholarly conversation among the WPA framers of theOutcomes Statement who have enjoined the compositioncommunity for revision suggestions and 2) to raise twoquestions I feel need to be addressed: if the document ispartially designed to defend academic freedom as it relatesto the construction of disciplinary knowledge and how thatknowledge should be taught, what does, it mean to claim andpreserve that freedom? And why is it important to do so?I hope to have demonstrated in chapters one and twowhat comprises and distinguishes composition's contemporaryknowledge construction as it is situated in and informed bymany other disciplines. This knowledge establishescomposers as social users of language and language as adynamic and shaping epistemic force that both constrains
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and enables. As Berlin might say, the composing processalways involves four elements: "writer, reality, reader,and language"(255), and none of these elements can be, inreality, divorced from another. Viewed in this light, truestudent-centered pedagogy recognizes each individualstudent as a rhetor and encourages the development of self-awareness and self-expression required of. that individualto act as a self-and Other-conscious rhetor. In "When theFirst Voice You Hear Is Not Your Own," Jacqueline JonesRoyster claims that "the 'subject' position really iseverything" and that "rhetoric, composition, and literacystudies as a field of study [. . .] embraces the imperativeto understand truths and consequences of language use morefully" (611). If we agree with this imperative, then anessential focus of our pedagogy should be to share thespecifics of writing instruction within a theoreticalpostmodern and critical context that highlights theepistemological and social aspects of language use and theconsequent positionality of any ism (e.g., organism,nationalism, capitalism, creationism, postmodernism) withinthat framework. Why? Because we very rarely exist outsidethat framework, and never do as language users.
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Yet a significant number of compositionists stillchallenge the efficacy of an -FYC pedagogy grounded inpostmodern theory, a pedagogy that cultivates students'metaperspective of themselves and others as language userswhose reception and production of language and thought arecontinuously imbricated in processes of interpretation.Though theoretically unjustified, FYC pedagogy that doesnot focus on "the relationship between language andmeaning" (Boland) and that presents composition merely inthe context of learning new procedures and skills, stilldominates FYC instruction. To the contrary, the CCCC'sposition statement "Scholarship in Composition" clearlyasserts that composition is about interpretation sincecomposition "has taken as its subject the production,exchange, and reception of texts in a variety of settings"(1). If composition literacy requires an understanding ofthe intertextuality of texts and humans' deicticpositioning to this web of intertextuality whichnecessitates the use of interpretive frameworks to makesense of any part of it, then how could anyone expectstudents merely to follow procedures to become consciousrhetors? Fulfilling such an expectation would requirestudents to make a magical transition from followers of
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procedural rules to interpreters of rhetorical situations.Clearly, learning "what's appropriate" does not necessarilyencourage critical thought,•voice,, and agency—requisites toconscious rhetorical action.My rhetorical analysis of the OS, then, should betaken as a positive disciplinary self-assessment, anopportunity to adjust our praxis to fit our theory. Infact, as I have argued, presenting writing in a postmodernframework that includes discussion of the culturalpositionality and historical flux of socially-constructeditems such as genre and argument has the potential toremove the feelings of confusion that often accompaniesstudents' acquisition of a new writing literacy. It seemsto me that any pedagogy undergirded by modernism and thatis not grounded in postmodernism serves to perpetuate adeficiency model of student writing and promote the notionof FYC as a remedial course.Most importantly, I argue, as others have, that if wecontinue to dodge the bullet and waste time and energytrying to accommodate outmoded theory that normalizes ourstudent population rather than practice postmodern theorywhich is ample enough to support service and agency, wemerely leave the field assailable to control by external
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forces. Doug Hesse addresses this issue in "Who OwnsWriting" and suggests that "those who teach writing mustaffirm that we, in fact, own it" (338). The reason we mustaffirm our ownership, he reminds us, is that, though allwho would claim ownership might have good intentions, theirintentions, "framed by worldviews as basic as whatconstitutes the good society and what makes the good life,"always "bend through the nearly translucent lenses ofsocial and economic interests" (354). In contrast,composition as a discipline has "the lens of research andreflective practice" (354-5). I heartily agree with Hessethat "with our knowledge comes responsibility" and feelthat one of our foremost responsibilities is to defend ourconstructed knowledge, knowing it is incomplete, willchange over time, and that, at times, it marginalizes andexcludes potential contributions, but is nevertheless thecurrent culmination of collective contemplation andrigorous inquiry — an up-to-date work in progress. For howcan we consciously advocate critical thinking if we do notrespect the results of our own contemporary and collectivecritical thought? As a cooperative effort, our continuedinquiry into language study, though imperfect, provides uswith the metameans to scrutinize and exert control over the
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processes of being human and ultimately our collective social, political, and educational development as aspecies.As our research and practice has shown, writing isinextricably suffused with who we are — and thus has aprofound effect on who we might become. This is the reasonwhy so many FYC program guidelines, as exemplified by myEnglish department at California Statje University, SanBernardino, ask FYC practitioners to devise curricula thatemphasize writing and reading as processes that we use "notonly to communicate but also to generate thinking and toexamine assumptions." The examination of assumptions iscommon intellectual practice in many professional fields.The field of composition is unique in that such examinationof assumptions is necessarily turned either inward towardthe individual and/or outward to larger institutions andsociety as a whole in order to analyze and interrogate our position towards any given topic. For writing/composingabout any topic requires that we understand how and why wehave arrived at our interpretation of events in order to beable to justify our position(s). This operation isfrequently and understandably uncomfortable and emotionallyunsettling, for it asks us to examine unconscious practices
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and learned behaviors that often, when scrutinized, arerecognized as clearly unjustifiable. Dismantling ourpresuppositions about ourselves and our world is not easy,but taking shelter in familiar and cozy but often illusoryconcepts and beliefs is not what the business of educationis about. Yet the fact that language and writing cannot bedivorced from individual and societal worldviews, a factthat should be incorporated in FYC instruction, is one ofthe primary reasons the content of FYC is such acontroversial issue.Along with Hesse and others, I urge the compositioncommunity to claim our collective knowledge based on"research and reflective practice" (344-5) because it isprecisely this knowledge about how composing is bound upwith who we are (and thus ultimately effects who we willbecome) that makes FYC and writing instruction a disturbingissue for so many, especially those contemporary forcesthat have begun to demand classrooms devoid of ideology.Postmodern theory tells us such a demand is impossible.Yet clearly, our disciplinary knowledge is not commonknowledge—as evidenced by the many state legislatures thathave considered David Horowitz's "academic bill of rights"(ABOR), as well as the many student websites and local
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student organizations that have begun- to target "liberal"professors. ABOR charges academic institutions tomaintain a posture of "neutrality" and constrains facultyfrom discussing their ideology or activism in a classroom.More importantly, it removes faculty evaluation and controlfrom within the institution and places them outside of it.Horowitz's evidence for the "one-sided" partisan nature ofthe academy consists of the fact that Democratic outnumberRepublican faculty by about "30 to 1," and he goes so faras to accuse academe of "systemwide intellectualcorruption."Rather than reflecting unfair hiring practices,perhaps the predominance of "liberal" professors moreaccurately reflects the results of their education.Education changes us — most often to be more "open-minded"— to the extent that graduate and postgraduate education inmost contemporary disciplines recognizes and ofteninstantiates a postmodern awareness in its students, anawareness that impresses the interpretive aspect of humanepistemology. Such an awareness has changed me and myworldviews, not as a consequence of any "teacher modeling"or being convinced by any of their individual views, but byprompting me to interrogate and justify my positions, many
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of which, after review, I found unjustifiable and wastherefore compelled to reject or reform.After much practice, it is a great deal easier toexamine my positions, many of which originated from myprimary discourse and which I often acceptedunquestioningly. And it's always a profound experience forme to notice just how deeply this discourse runs in me.For example, I can still hear my father's voice from yearsago resounding in my ears: "Judy, the word education comesfrom 'educare,' to lead away from." I had long assumedthat his remark meant that education leads us away from ourown ignorance; however, I now realize that, although myinitial assumption encapsulates a value I still support,the word itself now carries an altogether different value,that of positionality. An education is never neutral andas such has the power and potential to enculturate’ a personwith horrific values and or ideas (e.g., racial superiorityand so on). An education can and does consist of manythings, so to project the ideal of being led away from"ignorance" onto the word and concept of education isabsurdly unjustifiable. (We never know when or how we willbe aroused to question or re-interpret the influence of aprevious influence.) An education, any education does,
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however, always lead us away to a new subject position, anew literacy, and to understand this positionality is butone positive aspect of a postmodern awareness.Another aspect, that all language use is epistemic,changed not only my orientation to language but toknowledge itself. Seen as deictic, then, knowledge foreach individual varies. Recognizing this fact leavesanyone with a postmodern awareness no option but to acceptdiversity. I cannot think it a coincidence that peoplebecome more liberal and open-minded as a result of aneducation, for a vigorous education is, in many ways, theopposite of and the deconstructing of unconscioussocialization and compels us to accept that each of us hasbeen variously socialized. There can be little doubt thatan education imposes change upon us, and thus resocializesus. Ideally, it also offers us the critical means toreflect and make .conscious and more well-informed choices.This type of education leads us away from our unconsciousassumptions and demands a critical look inward and outwardBeing "led away" from the familiar and into newterritories always involves change and requires that wepush the limits of our comfort zones to accommodate newideas and new knowledge, and academic freedom protects thi
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knowledge-construction process within the disciplines. Anysuccessful attempt by humans to improve any state ofaffairs involves experimentation and the freedom to do so.Our most reliable knowledge in any field has been acquiredthrough patient investigation and refusing to ignore hardquestions that require hard-thinking. It is the wayprofessionals make progress in any field: old ideas giveway to new discoveries which lead to new and better ideasand theories, and those new theories are tested todetermine their validity and.utility. Why should it be anydifferent for composition? In order to be tested, theoriesmust be put into practice and doing so requires freedom andsupport, and the protection of this intellectual process isthe underlying foundation of academic support. Academicsmust have the freedom to continue to test new theories todetermine whether they are viable and worthwhile and toembrace new ideas previously sealed off by ignorance orfear of change.As Allsup's quote at the opening of this chaptersuggests, much as with each of our personal histories, ourcomposition history runs deeply in us and demands acollective assault on and deconstruction of our originalmerely acculturative mission. Our scholarship has accepted
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the challenge and met those demands by claiming postmoderntheory as a viable one that can comfortably subsume andaccommodate all other approaches. Although many of ourcultural artifacts, such as the Outcomes Statement, andmany composition instructors' pedagogies still inheremodern theory, I advocate curricula firmly grounded inpostmodern theory because my reason and experience, alongwith my research, have convinced me that it is a moreinclusive way. As I mentioned towards the end of chaptertwo, the teaching of composition via a postmodern contextdoes not have to promote any particular position orpartisanship. Rather, as Hardin and others suggest, it canbe presented from the perspective of intertextualconsumption and reception that fosters and develops ourawareness of humans as interpreters of the texts thatreside within and around us and of ourselves as the usersof interpretive frameworks to make meaning. I know thisnot only from reading composition's collective scholarshipbut also because I have been privileged enough toexperience a graduate program that firmly and clearlyforegrounds postmodern theory in its linguistic, literaryand composition classes. I can proudly declare thisapproach more inclusive not only because I was acculturated
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into a new discourse community, but because I was alsotaught how to better examine and distance myself from theways humans are taught through language and discourse tonormalize their thought and behavior, and was thus providedwith greater agency than I had previously experienced. Asthe result of conscious action taken by the faculty ofCSUSB's English department, the development of curriculagrounded in postmodern theory has resolved compositionists'age-old divide between agency and service by providingboth! Such has been the evolution of this rhetor who, alongwith Hesse, says let's claim what we know as stakeholdersin literacy education. We all may acquire one literacyafter another in this life, but what differentiates aliteracy education from the mere accumulation of literaciesis acquiring and incorporating a metaperspective of humanepistemology, of humans as interpretive beings who alwaysmake meaning, whether consciously or not. This is oursubject — "the production, exchange, and reception of textsin a variety of settings" (CCCC's Scholarship inComposition), covering just about all of human endeavor,thought, and behavior. It's a hefty subject, to be sure,but it is ours and it requires a postmodern awareness to
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ken it. Our scholarship has determined this to be so.However, my analysis demonstrates that to accuratelyreflect our scholarship, the WPA Outcomes Statement forFirst-Year Composition, though it doesn't claim to promotea specific theoretical position, evokes two—the modern■andpostmodern—and, thus, is not accurately positioned from myview of the terrain.
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